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In this seminar, we will explore how processing rich spatial data
is not the only practical (and research-wise promising) applica-
tion domain for traditional spatial database techniques. An equally
promising direction, possibly with low-hanging fruits for research
innovation, may be to apply the spatial data management expertise
of our community to non-spatial types of queries, and to extend
standard, more theoretical operators to large scale datasets with the
objective of practical solutions (as opposed to favorable asymptotic
complexity alone). As a case study, we will review spatial data-
base work on top-k-related operators (i.e., non-spatial problems)
and how it integrates fundamental computational geometric opera-
tors with spatial indexing/pruning to produce efficient solutions to
practical problems.
1 INTRODUCTION
The objective of this seminar is to showcase that processing rich
data is not the only promising direction for modern spatial database
research, and that looking into traditional, theoretical problems
from a spatial database point of view, may reveal new challenges
and practical application domains for the expertise of our com-
munity. Such an example is computational geometric problems.
Computational Geometry [2, 9] is a discipline under theoretical
computer science that studies algorithms for (queries that can be
framed as) geometric problems. By this definition, its affinity to
spatial databases becomes obvious. However, having emerged from
theoretical algorithm design and analysis, and although scalability
is a key objective in that area, the latter is usually approached in
terms of theoretical analysis and asymptotic complexity. We ar-
gue that there is space for research that will approach traditional
computational geometric problems from a more applied point of
view. In this seminar, we will demonstrate how traditional compu-
tational geometric operators can be incorporated/enhanced/applied
in tandem with standard notions of spatial indexing and pruning to
process large amounts of data in reasonable time for practical, not
necessarily spatial problems. Specifically, we will focus on queries
related to the top-k operator in multi-criteria settings, and show
that their inherent geometric nature allows for fast processing.
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Consider a dataset that contains a large number of options (e.g.,
restaurants, hotels, etc). Each option r hasd attributes. In an example
where the dataset contains hotels, the attributes could correspond to
the ratings of the hotels on d aspects, such as service, sleep quality,
convenience of location, etc. The top-k query is a commonmeans to
shortlist thek best options according to the user’s preferences on the
d data attributes. Specifically, in the most prevalent top-k model, the
user specifies a query vector q which comprises a numeric weight
for each attribute [5]. The score of an option is defined as the
weighted sum of its attributes (equivalently, the dot product r · q),
which in turn imposes a ranking among the available options. The
k highest ranking options form the top-k result and are reported to
the user.
Despite its algebraic definition, top-k processing has a geometric
nature and a connection to fundamental computational geometry
problems. For example, if the options are treated as points in a d-
dimensional space, top-k computation can be seen as a sweeping of
the data space from its top corner to the origin with a hyper-plane
(normal to the query vector q) until k options are swept [12]. In ad-
dition to ideas for query processing, this parallel reveals important
properties of the problem, such as the fact that the top option for
any query vector lies on the convex hull of the dataset [3].
Things become more interesting when variants or auxiliary fea-
tures to top-k processing are considered in the preference space,
i.e., the space where the query vector may lie. Geometric prop-
erties in that space, and particularly the concept of k-levels from
computational geometry, can be used for the efficient processing
of ad-hoc top-k queries over data streams [4], the processing of
continuous top-k queries [13], and the identification of all possible
top-k results when the query vector may lie anywhere in a region
of the preference space [7].
Furthermore, insights in the properties of the preference space
have given rise to very useful, complementary features (and mea-
sures) relevant to top-k processing. An example is the association
of the top-k result with a region around the query vector q (in
preference space) where the result remains the same [10, 14]. The
volume of that region can be used as a measure for result sensitivity,
while the region itself as a means for computation sharing among
different top-k queries (result caching), for exploratory analysis, etc.
Another example is the computation of the maximum possible rank
that an option could achieve, given the competition (i.e., the alterna-
tive options in the data set) [8]. This also entails the calculation of
the exact regions of the preference space where the maximum rank
is achieved, which can be used for market impact analysis and cus-
tomer profiling. The problem is related to hyper-plane arrangements,
a very powerful concept in computational geometry [1, 2].
In this seminar, we will survey some key geometric concepts
that underlie the aforementioned top-k-related problems (such as
convex hull, half-space range reporting, hyperplane arrangement,
and k-level), and we will review the specific approaches taken in
the respective database papers. Along the way, we will point our
some computational geometric operators, whose adaptation to large
scale spatial datasets has many potential applications, but has not
been resolved completely or for which the only known results are
purely theoretical. Computational geometry aside, we will also list
other domains that could serve as inspiration for spatial database
research.
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